THE PRINTER THAT’S EQUALLY OBSESSED.
Introducing the Canon imagePROGRAF PRO-1000. A 17" wide format professional printer with an 11-Color plus Chroma Optimizer ink system that does it all. Arguably one of the best printers we've ever engineered. Distinguished by a bold red line.

**AIR FEEDING SYSTEM**
The Canon Air Feeding System prevents each page from skewing for accurate ink placement. The Air Feeding System creates a printing environment that keeps a consistent height between the print head and the media being used. Variances in height can occur due to the paper curl or variations on temperature and humidity. A consistent level surface leads to remarkable ink droplet accuracy and improved image quality.

**ANTI-CLOGGING TECHNOLOGY**
The FINE print head institutes a tubular ink delivery system. This generates faster print speeds and reduces the possibility of clogging. Additionally, ink ejection conditions are precisely checked with sensors, and if a clog is detected, another nozzle automatically provides backup.

**SKEW CORRECTION**
The Skew Correction function guarantees that all types of paper, including thick fine art type papers, can be fed without the need for reprints.

**NO SWITCHING OF BLACK INKS**
On other printers, switching from matte black to photo black consumes a significant amount of ink and time. The imagePROGRAF PRO-1000 is designed to work seamlessly when changing media types. Matte black and photo black inks have their own dedicated nozzles, so no switching is necessary. You can print on fine art paper then glossy paper with no worries, no changes, and no waste.

**SMARTER NOZZLES**
Engineered with 18,432 nozzles and sensors that continuously monitor status and deliver optimum results.

**SOURCE**
1,536 Nozzles Per Channel

**SENSOR**
Clogged Nozzle Detection
OUR INK TECHNOLOGY MEETS YOUR WORK OF ART

LUCIA PRO INK SYSTEM
The LUCIA PRO 11-color plus Chroma Optimizer ink system satisfies the demands of the most critical photographer or graphic artist. Denser droplet placement provides a broader color gamut and improved gloss uniformity for superb glossiness and anti-bronzing. Incredibly accurate color reproduction, outstanding image clarity, and enhanced detail in darker areas distinguish each print. On fine art papers, higher black density renders even the finest shadow detail, for a print that becomes a work of art.

11-INK SYSTEM PLUS CHROMA OPTIMIZER
Utilizing new pigment ink with modified compositions and new colors, LUCIA PRO INKS have enabled a broader color gamut and greater shadow detail reproduction in dark areas.

L-COA PRO IMAGE PROCESSING ENGINE
This high-precision control engine performs the high-speed processing of massive volumes of image data, generates the printing data, and controls the optimal ink layout for the purpose of achieving high resolution prints. It represents the brain of the imagePROGRAF PRO-1000.

WIDE COLOR GAMUT
A new ink system adopts 11-color inks and Chroma Optimizer ink. This system helps you achieve an improvement in color-reproduction, image clarity, and enhanced darker areas. It faithfully reproduces colors and dark areas crucial for printing works of art. The newly formulated blue and magenta inks will help recreate the finest details when printing nightscapes and sunsets.
**SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. ALL PRINTER OUTPUT IMAGES ARE SIMULATED.**

**Acoustic Noise Level**
- 254dBA

**Printer Memory**
- 1 GB (Standard)

**Display**
- 3.5" LCD

**Certification**
- Rated DEPA7 Silver, Energy Star Certified, RoHS Directive Certification

**Size/Weight**
- 287 (W) x 177 (D) x 75 (H) mm

**Recommended Operating Environment**
- Temperature: 59 - 86 F° (15 - 30 C°), Humidity: 10 - 80% (No Condensation)

**Storage Environment**
- Temperature: -32 to 140 F° (0 - 60 C°), Humidity: 10 - 90% (No Condensation)

**Software (Mac®/Windows®)**
- Setup Software & User's Guide CD-ROM, imagePROGRAF PRO-1000 Printer Driver/Print Studio Pro v 2.0* Management Tools
- Media Configuration Tool, Accounting Manager, Device Management Console, Quick Utility Toolbox

**OS Compatibility**
- Mac®/Windows®
- Linux®

**Warranty**
- 1-Year Limited warranty with InstantExchange Program
- 1-Year toll-free U.S.-based technical phone support

**Print Features**
- Hi-Speed USB 2.0, Ethernet (10/100Base-T/TX), PictBridge (Wireless)

**Certification**
- ENERGY STAR
- ISO 9001:2015
- EPEAT Silver
- RoHS

**Print Qualities**
- Maximum droplet size can be placed with a pitch of 1/2400 inch at minimum. Results may vary depending on printer driver settings.

**Print Longevity**
- Based on accelerated testing by Canon in dark storage under controlled temperature, humidity, and gas conditions, simulating storage in an album with plastic sleeves. Canon cannot guarantee the longevity of print. Results may vary depending on printed image, drying time, display/storage conditions, and environmental factors. For more information, visit: www.usa.canon.com/support

**Warranty Programs**
- See for full list of benefits related to this product

**More Information**
- www.usa.canon.com/psps
- www.usa.canon.com/cps
- www.usa.canon.com/support